One of the main issues related to routing problems applied in an urban context with uncertainty related to the transportation costs is how to define realistic instances. In this paper, we overcome this issue, providing a standard methodology to extend routing instances from the literature incorporating real data provided by sensors networks. In order to test the methodology, we consider a routing problem specifically designed for City Logistics and Smart City applications, the multi-path Traveling Salesman Problem with stochastic travel costs, where several paths connect each pair of nodes and each path shows a stochastic travel cost with unknown distribution. .
Introduction
In the past decade, City Logistics pushed researchers towards the definition of a new paradigm of transportation and supply chain integration in urban areas. In recent years, this paradigm has been extended with the introduction of the concept of Smart City (Chourabi et al., 2012) , where "smart" implies to incorporate a plethora of methods and disciplines in a holistic vision in order to mitigate problems generated by the population growth and its rapid urbanization. In this context, new transportation issues emerge, bringing researchers to define new transportation problems and, in particular, to incorporate information about uncertainty due to the transportation costs and multiple attributes Tadei et al., 2012) . One of the main issues related to routing problems applied in an urban context with uncertainty related to the transportation costs is how to define realistic instances (Tadei et al., 2014) . In fact, the instances present in the literature are often too much artificial to really reflect the peculiarities of urban transportation, and the freight transportation in particular. In this paper, we overcome this issue, providing a standard methodology to extend routing instances from the literature in order to incorporate real data provided by sensors networks. This type of data start to be freely available thanks to several European and National grants (see, for example, the data provided by the AperTO project of the municipality of Turin and the Open Data Services of the Piedmont Regional Council).
In more detail, the introduction of this problem is also motivated by a real-life Smart City application, the PIE_VERDE project, a project funded by the ERDF -European Regional Development Fund for the development of new planning tools for freight delivery in urban areas by means of electrical vehicles. In this project, one of the goals is to plan and manage a two-echelon delivery service, where trucks are not allowed to enter into the city. Freight is then consolidated in small peripheral depots and from them brought to customers by means of environmentalfriendly vehicles (Crainic et al., 2012; Perboli et al., 2011) . In this application context, a crucial part is played by the planning of periodic tours between recurrent nodes and the usage of environmental friendly vehicles as hybrid and electric LDV. In this case, the aim is to plan a tour for each vehicle valid for a given time horizon. Unfortunately, at the time of planning, the decision maker has only a partial idea of the different paths interconnecting any pair of nodes of the transportation network. Moreover, due to congestion the travel time profile of these paths rapidly changes during the day. Similar problems can be found also in other applications, like garbage collection or periodic replenishment of medium-sized grocery stores, where the truck tours are designed in advance and cannot be changed for a fixed number of weeks. Recently, the European project CITYLOG, a joint project between IVECO and TNT, presented the BentoBox, a modular system of containers for envelopes delivery. The containers are usually placed in malls and shopping centres and the company needs to design fixed tours in order to store the envelopes into them.
As test routing problem, we consider the multi-path Traveling Salesman Problem with stochastic travel costs (mpTSPs), a recently introduced stochastic variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem (Tadei et al., 2014) . Given a set of nodes, where each pair of nodes is connected by several paths and each path shows a stochastic travel cost with unknown distribution, the mpTSPs aims at finding an expected minimum Hamiltonian tour connecting all nodes. Despite the PIE_VERDE project, the mpTSPs arises in City Logistics when one has to design tours to provide services such as garbage collection, periodic delivery of goods in urban grocery distribution, and periodic checks of shared resources as in bike sharing services. In these situations, the decision maker must provide tours that will be used for a time horizon, which spans from one to several weeks. In such a case, the different paths connecting pairs of nodes in the city are affected by uncertainty due to different time-dependent travel time distributions of the different paths. Moreover, in many cases even an approximated knowledge of the travel time distribution is made difficult by the large size of the data involved and the high variability of the travel times.
This paper contributes to extend the Transportation literature along different directions. First, we introduce a standard methodology to build realistic instances with time-dependent travel times starting from a network of speed sensors (Deflorio et al, 2012) . The methodology we propose is easy to replicate, not requiring a deep statistical analysis on the historical data, and can be adapted to other cases where only a partial information about the road network is available. Second, we deeply analyse the results obtained by combining the academic instances with real data on the traffic flows taken from the city of Turin in Italy, showing the benefits and the limits of the methods presently available in the literature to solve the mpTSP.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the mpTSPs is introduced and the relevant literature is presented. Section 3 is devoted to sketch the experimentation plan, with a special focus on the design of the instances and the traffic scenario generation. The computational results of the newly defined instance sets are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the lessons learned by this computation study and gives some highlights on future works.
The mpTSPs problem
Given any pair of nodes, we consider the set of paths between the two nodes. Each path is characterized by a travel cost, which is composed by a deterministic travel cost plus a random term, representing the travel cost oscillation due to the path congestion. Such travel cost oscillations randomly depend on different time scenarios and are actually very difficult to be measured. This implies that the probability distribution of these random terms must be assumed as unknown.
Let it be : set of nodes : set of time scenarios : set of paths between nodes and : unit deterministic travel cost of path : random travel cost oscillation of path under scenario . are considered independent random variables ( )= + : unit random travel cost of path under time scenario : boolean variable equal to 1 if path is selected, 0 otherwise : boolean variable equal to 1 if node j is visited just after node i, 0 otherwise. The mpTSP s is formulated as follows (1) subject to (2)
(5) (6)
The objective function (1) expresses the minimization of the expected total travel cost over all scenarios ; (2) and (3) are the standard assignment constraints; (4) are the subtour elimination constraints; constraints (5) link the variables to . Finally, (6) -(7) are the integrality constraints. Model (1)- (7) is the so-called Wait-and-See approach (WS), where under each scenario, the realization of the uncertainty is completely known .
In the literature, several stochastic TSP and routing problems can be found. In these problems, a known distribution affecting some problem parameters is given and the theoretical results are strongly connected with the hypotheses on such distribution. The main sources of uncertainty are related to the arc costs, the arc location, and the subset of cities to be visited (Goemans et al., 1991; Maggioni et al., 2014; Maggioni and Wallace, 2012; Mu et al. 2011; Bertazzi, & Maggioni, 2014; . Only a little set of papers deal with the choice among multiple paths and they do that by considering the shortest path problem (Eiger at al., 1985; Fu, & Rilett; 1998; Psaraftis, & Tsitsiklis, 1993) .
In Tadei et al. (2014) the authors introduced the mpTSP, giving a stochastic formulation of the problem and, under a mild assumption on the unknown probability distribution, a deterministic approximation of the stochastic problem. In more details, by considering as defined by a unknown probability distribution and independent and identically distributed only among the scenarios , the authors show that model (1) -(7) can be approximated by the following deterministic problem subject to (2) - (7) where is the parameter of the Gumbel probability distribution (Gumbel, 1958) is the accessibility, in the sense of Hansen (1959) , of the pair of nodes to the set of paths between and . In the following, we will refer to model (8), (2) - (7) as the deterministic approximation of the mpTSP s problem.
Experimentation plan
The only instance sets available for the mpTSP s are the ones presented by Tadei et al. (2014) . Unfortunately, those instances, although the costs were generated according to realistic rules, do not fully reflect real cases of City Logistics applications. In particular, the arc costs are only related to the arc length, while, in urban areas, they are more linked to travel times, and then to the vehicle speed profile distributions. Moreover, no real data taken from an existing city were used to generate them. In order to fulfil this gap, in the following we discuss how we generated new instances heavily based on real traffic sensor networks. Thus, we apply two different speed profile distributions: an empirical one, whose values are obtained by data from a real sensor network in the city of Turin, and a theoretical one where the speed values are distributed accordingly to a given distribution. Being our deterministic approximation based on the extreme values theory, we choose the Gumbel distribution for the second speed profile. In this way, the theoretical distribution allows us to measure the error due to the bias introduced by our approximation itself. Hence, the comparison between the empirical and theoretical speed distribution results shows the error due to the bias introduced by our approximation and the error due to the real data distribution.
According to Kenyon and Morton (2003) , we generated our inputs as follows: Instances. We considered all instances in the TSP Library set with a number of nodes up to 200. In particular, we split those instances into two sets: 11 instances with up to 100 nodes (set N100) and 15 instances with number of nodes between 101 and 200 (set N200). Nodes. Given the portion of plane containing the nodes of the original TSP instances and their position, they are mapped over a square of 14 km edge, which is equivalent to a medium sized city like Turin (see Figure 1 for a depiction of the position of the speed sensors network). The set of nodes is partitioned into two subsets: o Central nodes: nodes belonging to city center, which are the nodes in the circle with the center coincident with the geometric center of the 14 km square and a radius equal to 7 km; o Suburban nodes: nodes that are not central. Arc types. Arcs can be homogenous or heterogeneous.
o Homogenous. They are arcs where the starting node and the destination node are both central. In this case, all multiple paths between the nodes present the empirical speed profile of a central speed sensor. o Heterogeneous. They are arcs where at least or belongs to the suburban set. In this case multiple paths between the nodes present the empirical speed profile of a central speed sensor for 1/3 of the paths and a suburban one for the 2/3 of them if the paths are more than 1. If there is only one path between and , it has a suburban speed profile. Multiple paths. The number of paths per each pair of nodes was set to 3 and 5. Speed profile distributions. The speed profiles can be empirical, i.e. derived by an empirical distribution obtained from the network of sensors, or theoretical, i.e., computed from a given known distribution.
o Empirical speed profile distributions. We generated central and suburban speed profile distributions from real data on the traffic of Turin available at the website http://www.5t.torino.it/5t/. The data of the mean vehicle speed, expressed in kilometres per hour (km/h), are accessible with an accuracy of 5 minutes. We aggregated them into blocks of 30 minutes, for a total of 48 observations per day. The instances refer to 9 central speed sensors locations and 18 suburban ones in the period February 13-17, 2013. In Figure 2 two observed speed profiles over 24 hours during a week (gray) and weekend day (black) in the suburban area of Turin, respectively, are given. Empirical velocity profile distributions associated to the path between and under scenario are then generated as inverse of the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the cumulative distribution function (also known as the empirical cdf) of the speed data set aggregated into blocks of 30 minutes. From this distribution, a total of = 1,..,100 scenarios were generated both for the central and the suburban areas. In Figure 3 frequencies histogram of a simulated central speed scenario are represented. o Theoretical speed profile distribution. In this case, we suppose a known speed distribution.
, where is a Gumbel distribution truncated between and and over all speed velocities generated by the empirical speed profile distribution of a path between the nodes and in all the generated scenarios. Path costs. Cost associated to each path between nodes and under scenario is considered to be a travel time. Thus, it is function of the Euclidean distance between and , , the arc type, , and the velocity profile distributions (Empirical or Theoretical). In details, this cost has been computed as (9) where (10) is the average travel time over all scenarios , associated to the path between nodes and . The random travel cost oscillations are then computed as . Fig. 1 . Distribution of the speed sensors of Turin, where the grey circle represents the urban area used in this study. 
Computational results
In this section, we use the instances defined by the methodology described in Section 3 and we apply them to the stochastic model (1)- (7) and its deterministic approximation (8), (2)-(7). The goals are both to qualify the instances and to evaluate the effectiveness of the deterministic approximation of the mpTSPs we derived. In our computational experiments, travel costs are associated to travel times. We do this by comparing our deterministic approximation with the Perfect Information case (Wait-and-See solution), computed by means of a Monte Carlo simulation over all km/h h/2 possible realization of random speed scenarios. In more details, the model (1)- (7) is solved by means of a Monte Carlo simulation, while for the deterministic approximation (8), (2)- (7) we used the Concorde TSP solver (Applegate et al., 2007) .
Aim of the Monte Carlo simulation is to compute the value of the objective function (1) over a set of scenarios . We decided for a Monte Carlo approach in order to obtain the distribution of the objective function of the stochastic model, as well as the distribution of its variables. Thus, the Monte Carlo simulation gives us the Wait-and-See solution of each problem instance. The Monte Carlo iterates times the following overall process:
Create scenarios with the random speeds generated as described in Section 3 and derive by (9), (10), and (11) and . Solve each scenario as follows. Build a TSP with the node set equal to the node set of the stochastic problem. Set the cost between nodes and as . Indeed, when a cost scenario becomes known, its optimal solution is obtained by using, as path between the two nodes, the path with the minimum random travel cost. The scenarios are solved to optimality by means of the Concorde TSP solver (Applegate et al., 2007; Cook, 2012) . Given the scenario optima, compute the expected value of the total cost over all scenarios considered. Compute the distribution of the expected value of the total cost for the scenario-based simulations. In order to obtain the most reliable results of the Monte Carlo simulation, we performed a set of tuning tests by using a subset of instances (5 from N100 and 5 from N200). The values for the parameters (number of repetitions) and (number of scenarios) have been set such that the standard deviation of the distribution of the expected value was less than 1% of its mean. These values were and . For the deterministic approximation, we used a similar approach. In fact (8) states that in the approximation we can collapse the uncertainty due to the different paths in an arc cost . Thus, the resulting problem is a standard TSP with as arc costs, which is solved by means the Concorde TSP solver. Each instance is solved by using the Empirical speed profile and the Theoretical one. This is done to give a comparison between the ideal situation for the deterministic approximation (the Theoretical speed distribution) and the Empirical one, in order to catch the bias introduced by the correlation of the data in a real situation, when compared with the Theoretical one. Table 1 summarizes these data. Column 1 and 2 give the set and the number of paths. Columns 3 and 4 report the percentage gap between the deterministic approximation and the Monte Carlo simulation with the Empirical and the Theoretical speed distributions. Finally, Columns 5 and 6 show the computational effort of the Monte Carlo and the approximation expressed in seconds, respectively. According to these results, we can see how the usage of the Empirical distribution, where the hypothesis of having the complete independency of the variables is not completely fulfilled, means an increase of the gap of about 2%. In particular, we can see how, differently from the Theoretical distribution, in the Empirical one there is a large increase of the gap when moving from 1 to 3 paths, while this increment becomes less evident when the paths becomes 5, showing a sort of asymptotic behavior. From the point of view of the computational time, the deterministic approximation presents a substantial reduction of it, with a gap of about two orders of magnitude. Thus, the data confirm that the deterministic approximation can be used also in a City Logistics environment as a predictive tool for the cost function, while reducing by a large amount the computational time. This makes the deterministic approximation usable in a larger DSS system, letting the user to perform what-if analysis on the overall system, as well as to enlarge the size of the considered instances. Moreover, the small increase of the gap due to the usage of Empirical speed distributions highlights how the deterministic approximation is robust even when the underlying correlation between the different sensors is present. These results become more remarkable when one considers that the deterministic approximation requires no hypothesis on the probability distributions of the stochastic path costs (and then of the stochastic path speeds).
Conclusions
In this paper we considered the issue of building realistic instances for urban routing problems in Smart City and City Logistics applications stating from real data taken from a sensor network. In particular, we deal with the situation, typical in real applications, where the network of sensors cope only a subset of the streets.
We used the proposed instance generation approach on the multi-path Traveling Salesman Problem with stochastic travel costs, a stochastic variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem where each pair of nodes of the graph are connected by several arcs with different costs arising in Smart City and City Logistics applications.
In particular, we applied the new set of instances to a Monte Carlo based simulation and a deterministic approximation of the stochastic problem, qualifying the instances and showing how the deterministic approximation is able to find accurate forecasts of the optimal tours when empirical data are provided. 
